The site of RanGTP generation can act as an organizational cue for mitotic microtubules.
RanGTP, which is generated on chromosomes during mitosis, is required for microtubule spindle assembly. Due to its restricted spatial generation within the cell it has been suggested that RanGTP acts as a spatial cue to organize site-specific spindle assembly within the cell. However, the absence of a detectable sharp gradient of RanGTP in somatic cells has led to suggestions that it may only act as a spatial cue in large cells and that it may operate as a general activator of the mitotic cytosol in somatic cells. We report that ectopic generation of RanGTP at the plasma membrane stimulates the formation of organized arrays of microtubules at the plasma membrane. These results suggest that the site of RanGTP generation in a mitotic somatic cell can generate critical spatial information that specifies where microtubules grow towards and where microtubules are organized. As RanGTP is normally generated on chromosomes, these results suggest that RanGTP may play an important role in specifying that spindle assembly occurs around chromosomes.